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Network problems also arise inNetwork problems also arise in
surprising and fascinatingsurprising and fascinating ways ways
for problems, which at first glancefor problems, which at first glance
and on the surface, may notand on the surface, may not
appear to involve networks at all.appear to involve networks at all.
Hence, Hence, the study of networks isthe study of networks is
not limited to only physicalnot limited to only physical
networksnetworks but also to  but also to abstractabstract
networks in which nodes do notnetworks in which nodes do not
coincide to locations in space.coincide to locations in space.



In fact, In fact, QuesnayQuesnay  in 1758 in hisin 1758 in his
Tableau Tableau EconomiqueEconomique
introduced an abstract networkintroduced an abstract network
in the form of a graph to depictin the form of a graph to depict
the the circular flow of financialcircular flow of financial
fundsfunds in an economy. in an economy.



The advantages of a
scientific network formalism:
many many present-day problemspresent-day problems are are
concerned with concerned with flows (material,flows (material,
human, capital, informational,human, capital, informational,
etc.)etc.) over space and time and, over space and time and,
hence, ideally suited as anhence, ideally suited as an
application domain for networkapplication domain for network
theory;theory;
provides a provides a graphicalgraphical or  or visualvisual
depictiondepiction of different problems; of different problems;



helps to helps to identify similaritiesidentify similarities and and

differencesdifferences in distinct problems in distinct problems

through their underlyingthrough their underlying

network structurenetwork structure;;

enables the application ofenables the application of
efficient efficient network algorithmsnetwork algorithms;;
allows for the study of disparateallows for the study of disparate
problems through a problems through a unifyingunifying
methodology.methodology.
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Characteristics of Networks Today
large-scale naturelarge-scale nature  and complexity ofand complexity of
network topology;network topology;
congestioncongestion;;
alternative behavior of users of thealternative behavior of users of the
network, which may lead tonetwork, which may lead to  paradoxicalparadoxical
phenomenaphenomena;;
thethe  interactions among networksinteractions among networks
themselves such as in transportationthemselves such as in transportation
versus telecommunications networks;versus telecommunications networks;
policiespolicies  surrounding networks today maysurrounding networks today may
have ahave a  major impactmajor impact  not onlynot only
economically but alsoeconomically but also  socially, politically,socially, politically,
and security-wiseand security-wise..



large-scale nature and complexitylarge-scale nature and complexity
of network topologyof network topology

In In Chicago’s Regional NetworkChicago’s Regional Network,,
there are 12,982 nodes, 39,018there are 12,982 nodes, 39,018
links, and 2,297,945 O/D pairs.links, and 2,297,945 O/D pairs.
AT&T’s domestic networkAT&T’s domestic network has has
100,000 O/D pairs. In their call100,000 O/D pairs. In their call
detail graph applications (nodesdetail graph applications (nodes
are phone numbers, edges areare phone numbers, edges are
calls) - 300 million nodes and 4calls) - 300 million nodes and 4
billion edgesbillion edges



congestion is playing an increasingcongestion is playing an increasing
rolerole in transportation networks: in transportation networks:

For example in the United StatesFor example in the United States
alone, congestion results in alone, congestion results in $100$100
billionbillion in lost productivity in lost productivity
annually, whereas the figure inannually, whereas the figure in
Europe is estimated to be Europe is estimated to be $150$150
billion.billion.

The number of cars is expected toThe number of cars is expected to
increase by 50% by 2010 and toincrease by 50% by 2010 and to
double by 2030double by 2030..



Wasting Away in Traffic
    Annual delayAnnual delay
  hours/driver  hours/driver

Los AngelesLos Angeles 9393
San Francisco - OaklandSan Francisco - Oakland 7373
Washington, DCWashington, DC 6767
DallasDallas 6161
AtlantaAtlanta 6060
HoustonHouston 5858
ChicagoChicago 5656
BostonBoston 5454
DetroitDetroit 5353
Miami - HialeahMiami - Hialeah 5252

Source: Texas Transportation Institute 2002 DataSource: Texas Transportation Institute 2002 Data



alternative behaviorsalternative behaviors of the of the
users of the networkusers of the network

system-optimizedsystem-optimized versus versus
user-optimizeduser-optimized, which may, which may
lead tolead to

paradoxical phenomenaparadoxical phenomena..



System-Optimization
versus User-Optimization

In transportation networks, travelersIn transportation networks, travelers
select their routes of travel from anselect their routes of travel from an
origin to a destination so as toorigin to a destination so as to
minimize their own travel cost orminimize their own travel cost or
travel time, which althoughtravel time, which although  optimaloptimal
from an individual's perspective (from an individual's perspective (user-user-
optimizationoptimization) ) may not be optimal frommay not be optimal from
a societal one (a societal one (system-optimizationsystem-optimization))
where one has control over the flowswhere one has control over the flows
on the network.on the network.



The Braess’ Paradox
Assume a network with aAssume a network with a
single O/D pair (1,4).single O/D pair (1,4).
There are 2 pathsThere are 2 paths
available to travelers:available to travelers:
pp11=(a,c) and p=(a,c) and p22=(b,d).=(b,d).
For a travel demand of 6,For a travel demand of 6,
the equilibrium path flowsthe equilibrium path flows
are  xare  xpp11

** = x = xpp22
** = 3 and = 3 and

The equilibrium pathThe equilibrium path
travel cost istravel cost is
CCpp11

= C= Cpp22
= 83= 83..
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cc(fc) = fc+50  cd(fd) = 10 fd



Adding a Link
Increased Travel Cost for All!

Adding a new link creates aAdding a new link creates a
new path pnew path p33=(a,e,d).=(a,e,d).
The original flow distributionThe original flow distribution
pattern is no longer anpattern is no longer an
equilibrium pattern, since atequilibrium pattern, since at
this level of flow the cost onthis level of flow the cost on
path ppath p33, C, Cpp33

=70.=70.
The new equilibrium flowThe new equilibrium flow
pattern network is  xpattern network is  xpp11

** = =
xxpp22

* * = x= xpp33
**==2.2.

The equilibrium path travelThe equilibrium path travel
costs: Ccosts: Cpp11  = C= Cpp22    = C= Cpp33

 = 92. = 92.
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This phenomenon is alsoThis phenomenon is also
relevant torelevant to
telecommunications networkstelecommunications networks
and, in particular, to theand, in particular, to the
Internet which is anotherInternet which is another
example of aexample of a  noncooperativenoncooperative
network.network.

     The Price of Anarchy!!!     The Price of Anarchy!!!



A New Paradigm



Supernetworks: A New Paradigm





Supernetworks
SupernetworksSupernetworks may be comprised of such may be comprised of such
networks asnetworks as  transportation,transportation,
telecommunication, logistical, and/ortelecommunication, logistical, and/or
financial networksfinancial networks..

They may beThey may be  multilevelmultilevel  as when theyas when they
formalize the study of supply chainformalize the study of supply chain
networks ornetworks or  multitieredmultitiered  as in the case ofas in the case of
financial networks with financial networks with intermediationintermediation..

Decision-makers may be faced withDecision-makers may be faced with
multiple criteria; thus, the study ofmultiple criteria; thus, the study of
supernetworkssupernetworks also includes the study of also includes the study of
multicriteriamulticriteria decision-making decision-making..



New Tools



The tools that we have been
using in our supernetworks
research include:

network theorynetwork theory
optimization theoryoptimization theory
game theorygame theory
variationalvariational inequality theory and inequality theory and
projected dynamical systems theoryprojected dynamical systems theory
(which we have been instrumental in(which we have been instrumental in
developing)developing)
network visualization tools.network visualization tools.





We are interested not only inWe are interested not only in
addressing topological issuesaddressing topological issues
in terms of connectivity but inin terms of connectivity but in
predicting the various flows onpredicting the various flows on
the networks whether physicalthe networks whether physical
or abstract subject to humanor abstract subject to human
decision-making under thedecision-making under the
associated constraints, be theyassociated constraints, be they
budget, time, security, risk,budget, time, security, risk,
and/or cost-related.and/or cost-related.



The Supernetwork Team
2005 - 2006



Novel Applications



Applications of Supernetworks
Telecommuting/Commuting Decision-Telecommuting/Commuting Decision-
MakingMaking

TeleshoppingTeleshopping/Shopping Decision-Making/Shopping Decision-Making

Supply Chain Networks with ElectronicSupply Chain Networks with Electronic
CommerceCommerce

Financial Networks with ElectronicFinancial Networks with Electronic
TransactionsTransactions

Reverse Supply Chains with E-CyclingReverse Supply Chains with E-Cycling

Knowledge NetworksKnowledge Networks

Energy Networks/Power GridsEnergy Networks/Power Grids



A Supernetwork Conceptualization of
Commuting versus Telecommuting



A Supernetwork Framework for
Teleshopping versus Shopping



The Supernetwork Structure of
a Supply Chain Network





International Financial Networks
with Electronic Transactions



The 4-Tiered E-Cycling Network



The Electric Power
Supply Chain Network



Supernetworks Integrating
Social Networks

The models explicitly consider the role thatThe models explicitly consider the role that
relationship levels play in other networkrelationship levels play in other network
systems and include systems and include multicriteria multicriteria decision-decision-
making with individual weights for themaking with individual weights for the
criteria such as:criteria such as:

maximization of profitmaximization of profit
minimization of riskminimization of risk
maximization of relationship value.maximization of relationship value.



Supernetworks Integrating
Social Networks

Decision-makers in the network can decideDecision-makers in the network can decide
about the relationship levels [0,1] thatabout the relationship levels [0,1] that
they want to establish.they want to establish.

Establishing relationship levels incurs someEstablishing relationship levels incurs some
costs.costs.

Higher relationship levelsHigher relationship levels
Reduce transaction costsReduce transaction costs
Reduce riskReduce risk
Have some additional valueHave some additional value
(relationship value).(relationship value).



Supernetwork Structure:
Integrated Supply Chain/Social
Network System



Supernetwork Structure:
Integrated Financial/Social
Network System



Supernetworks Integrating
Social Networks

Dynamic evolution of:Dynamic evolution of:

Product transactions/financial flows andProduct transactions/financial flows and
associated prices on the supply chainassociated prices on the supply chain
network/financial network withnetwork/financial network with
intermediationintermediation

Relationship levels on the socialRelationship levels on the social
networknetwork



Summary and Conclusions
We have seen the pervasiveness ofWe have seen the pervasiveness of
networks and have pointed outnetworks and have pointed out
some of the tools used for thesome of the tools used for the
study of networks today.study of networks today.

We have also emphasized theWe have also emphasized the
reality of today's networks fromreality of today's networks from
congestion to interactions amongcongestion to interactions among
networks and different behaviorsnetworks and different behaviors
of those using networks.of those using networks.



Finally, we have illustrated throughFinally, we have illustrated through
a wide spectrum of applicationsa wide spectrum of applications
how networks span disciplines.how networks span disciplines.

The topic and importance ofThe topic and importance of
networks to our economies andnetworks to our economies and
societies is societies is bringing differentbringing different
communities togethercommunities together from from
scientists to practitioners in orderscientists to practitioners in order
to further advance the to further advance the science ofscience of
networksnetworks and its fascinating and its fascinating
applications.applications.



Additional Material and Information
can be found at the Virtual Center
for Supernetworks site:
http://supernet.som.umass.edu
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